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With InnerSoft Manufacturing, users will get a reliable and easy way to perform much of the necessary production planning and
control-related tasks in a natural and familiar environment. Its CAD-driven approach to mechanical design, allows businesses to
simplify their processes and effectively collaborate across the entire enterprise. It allows a combination of Excel, AutoCAD and

Microsoft SharePoint to be used. InnerSoft CAD: Supports batch importing and exporting of 3D object from Excel to
AutoCAD. You can import the objects and their attributes from Excel or copy their values to AutoCAD and save them to a new

library. You can also import or export AutoCAD.dwg files to Excel. Import and export AutoCAD files to Excel, including
drawing content. Import and export Excel 2010, 2007 and 2003 spreadsheets. Maintain three types of libraries for drawing
blocks, objects and other entities to help you locate objects. Export drawings to either Excel spreadsheets or to XML files.
Save/Restore drawings directly from Excel spreadsheets or from a.dwg library. Automatically keep the distance between

AutoCAD and Excel to optimize the user experience. Export cells and lines from Excel spreadsheets to AutoCAD as drawing
entities. Record and generate index for AutoCAD blocks and objects. Easy drag-and-drop to copy objects from Excel to the
drawing workspace. Transfer measurement from objects to the drawing workspace. Calculate CAD elements including areas,

volumes and distances for any selected entity. Calculate the overall dimensions of any selection or outline. Simplify and
calculate area in any drawing. Generate a label with the area of a selected AutoCAD entity. Test generation of blocks in

AutoCAD and then drag and drop the generated blocks. Import drawing entities from a block library to the drawing workspace.
Import 3D objects from an external file. Capture cursor information from selected entities in Excel. Manage multiple objects

with various properties in the Excel spreadsheet. Import from or export to Excel 2007, 2003, 2010 spreadsheets. Drawing speed
improvements and import/export CAD files to AutoCAD drawings. Export AutoCAD drawings to Excel spreadsheets. Import

Excel files to AutoCAD. Automatically adjust the AutoCAD axis range when importing a spreadsheet.
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InnerSoft CAD for AutoCAD is a plugin for AutoCAD that aims to ease the process of manually exporting data from the
popular design and modeling application to Microsoft Excel, for further processing. Export CAD drawings to Excel

spreadsheets The package bundles a set of tools that can prove useful for performing specific calculations, measurements and
estimations in your project. Once installed, it creates a new menu within AutoCAD, enabling you to access all its features from

there. InnerSoft CAD for AutoCAD is capable of determining the total sum of areas or lengths of objects found in your
drawing, with additional filtering options for removing certain items. It offers you the possibility to easily extract an object's
properties, such as its area, length or coordinate values and export them to Excel. Also, it can be used for importing 2D or 3D
coordinate sets from a spreadsheet. Calculate volume, distance, elevation, and others The "Measurement Manager" is the tool
you need for quickly calculating lengths, elevations, distances, volumes, areas and so on, for one or more drawings. It features

automatic size updating and allows the association of values, which helps you get a clear overview of the project content.
Generated data can be saved locally or exported to Excel or XML format. It also comes in handy for survey engineering,

providing the tools you need for drawing the longitudinal profile of a terrain or applying the Delaunay triangulation method to
determine the location of a point. There are various other options that this plugin implements, trying to improve your workflow.

It can count text pieces and drawing blocks that match your search, manage drawing blocks, organize drawings into separate
libraries, project multiple objects to a user-defined elevation, adjust the dimensions of an object to match a user-defined area or

assign indices to object for easier identification. Practical AutoCAD plugin that enhances existing features All aspects
considered, InnerSoft CAD for AutoCAD can prove to be useful for any designer that relies on AutoCAD for creating projects.

It bundles advanced measurement functions along with Excel importing and exporting capabilities. It worked smoothly with
AutoCAD 2017 in our tests. Keyfeatures: - Measurement Manager for AutoCAD - Excel import - List and Grid - Edit / delete /

lock / draw / move blocks - Split / merge blocks - Coordinates: x and y - Cut / copy / paste objects - Hide / 1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the InnerSoft CAD For AutoCAD?

InnerSoft CAD for AutoCAD is an easy-to-use and powerful tool for extracting and exporting AutoCAD drawings to Excel. It
allows to easily export all drawings to Excel directly from AutoCAD, saving you hours of manual work. It offers various
functions to perform calculations, measurements and estimations in your project. All data is neatly organized in the form of a
tree structure for further importing into Excel. InnerSoft CAD for AutoCAD is capable of determining the total sum of areas or
lengths of objects found in your drawing, with additional filtering options for removing certain items. It offers you the
possibility to easily extract an object's properties, such as its area, length or coordinate values and export them to Excel. Also, it
can be used for importing 2D or 3D coordinate sets from a spreadsheet. Calculate volume, distance, elevation, and others The
"Measurement Manager" is the tool you need for quickly calculating lengths, elevations, distances, volumes, areas and so on, for
one or more drawings. It features automatic size updating and allows the association of values, which helps you get a clear
overview of the project content. Generated data can be saved locally or exported to Excel or XML format. It also comes in
handy for survey engineering, providing the tools you need for drawing the longitudinal profile of a terrain or applying the
Delaunay triangulation method to determine the location of a point. There are various other options that this plugin implements,
trying to improve your workflow. It can count text pieces and drawing blocks that match your search, manage drawing blocks,
organize drawings into separate libraries, project multiple objects to a user-defined elevation, adjust the dimensions of an object
to match a user-defined area or assign indices to object for easier identification. What's new in this version: 1. Adjustable unit
measurement for each type of dimension. 2. Added measurement manager for drawing objects. 3. Added values for nested
objects. 4. View and Export Options: View: "Set View" "Set To..." "Set View Options..." "Set View Settings..." Export: "Export
To..." "Export To XLSX" "Export To XML" This is a free 30-day evaluation version of InnerSoft CAD for AutoCAD. You can
download the full version at InnerSoft.net. If you like this software, please help us to improve it by taking a minute to rate it.
You're viewing the documentation for the product version 1.0.0.0. The help for this product is available in several languages.
Click here to visit the documentation for
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions) Processor: Intel Core i3, 2.5 GHz or faster
Memory: 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2 GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon HD 7950 (2 GB VRAM) Storage: 11
GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card
with 5.1 channel surround sound Additional
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